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Abstract
Shen and Chen proposed a novel key management scheme
for dynamic access control in a hierarchy. In this article,
the authors shall present an improved version of Shen and
Chen’s scheme to reduce the computational time required
for key generation and derivation.
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1

Introduction

In 1983, Akl and Taylor [1] first proposed a solution to the
control of the access to information items among a group
of users in a hierarchy. In general, the key management
in a hierarchy can be achieved by dividing the users and
their own information items into a number of disjoint sets
of security classes [2, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18]. Let
SC1 , SC2 , · · · , SCn be n disjoint security classes. Assume
that ” <= ” is a partially ordered binary relation applied
to the set SC = {SC1 , SC2 , · · · , SCn }, where SCj <=
SCi means that the users in the security class SCi have
a security clearance higher than or equal to those in the
security class SCj . On the one hand, users in the security
class SCi can obtain the secret keys in SCj and access the
information items of the users in SCj , while the users in
SCj cannot access the information items of the users in
SCi . So far, many schemes have been proposed to solve
the problem of access control in a hierarchy [3, 7, 8, 9, 10,
14, 15].
Recently, Shen and Chen [14] proposed a novel key
management scheme for dynamic access control in a partially order user hierarchy. Their scheme is based on both
the Diffie-Hellman public key system [4] and the polynomial interpolation method. The key generation phase and

the key derivation phase of Shen and Chen’s scheme are
simple. Furthermore, their scheme supports dynamical
addition and deletion of security classes and relationships.
Besides, any user can choose her/his own secret key at will
for convenience and can freely change her/his secret key
for some security reasons. Shen and Chen stated that
their scheme could shorten the computational time for
key management. However, to enhance the efficiency, in
the paper, we shall present an improved version of Shen
and Chen’s scheme.

2

Overview
Scheme

of

the

Shen-Chen

There are three phases in the Shen-Chen Scheme: the
relationship building, the key generation, and the key
derivation phases [14]. Their scheme is aimed at solving the dynamic key management problem in a user
hierarchy by introducing the Diffie-Hellman public key
system and the polynomial interpolation method. The
relationship-building phase is completed by the central
authority (CA), whose main role is to construct a public
relationship list that includes each security class in the
hierarchy. The relationship list is used to check whether
the user’s key derivation is needed or not. Only CA owns
the capability to modify the contents of the relationship
list.
The key generation phase is completed by CA, whose
main aim here is to create secret as well as public information for each security class. After the key generation
phase, CA assigns four parameters to each security class
SCi , denoted as Qi , Hi , bi and SKi . Here, Qi is public information. The other parameters (Hi , bi , SKi ) are secret
information owned by SCi . The parameters are defined
as follows:
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• p is a large random prime number such that p = Let’s compare the computational complexity of the key
2p′ + 1, where p′ is also a large prime integer number. generation phase of our scheme with that of Shen and
Chen’s scheme. Our revised scheme does not need the
• bi , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, are random positive integers such exponentiation and modular inverse computation. The
that 1 <= bi <= p.
computational time needed by the key generation phase
of our novel revised scheme is thus found to be less than
• SKi , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, are secret keys that satisfy
that of the Shen-Chen scheme.
GCD(SKi , p − 1) = 1.
Next, let’s compare the computational time of the key
• Hi (x) are polynomial interpolations for SCi at points derivation phase of our scheme with that of the Shen(j||(g SKi mod p), bj )’s for all SCj <= SCi , where Chen scheme. Our scheme requires only a single oneway hash function to do Equation (1) and one execute-or
”||” is a bit concatenation operator.
operation for Equation (2). However, Shen and Chen’s
1/b
scheme requires two exponential computations, as stated
=
1
mod
(p
−
1).
• Qi = SKi i mod p, where bi × b−1
i
in Section 2. Thus the computational time of the key
In the key derivation phase of the Shen-Chen scheme, derivation phase of our new extended scheme is found to
the secret key of the security class SCj can be derived be less than that of the Shen-Chen scheme.
by the security class SCi if SCj <= SCi . SCi can use
The security of the secret key of SCi in our scheme
the secret key SKi and the secret information Hi owned is lies in the interpolating polynomial Hi (x) and the
by her/himself to obtain the secret key of SCj . SCi execute-or operation SKj = Qj ⊕ bj . Since Hi (x) and
can obtain bj by computing Hi (j||(g SKi mod p)). Since bj are secret information and a dishonest user only has
b
SKj = Qjj mod p, SCi can thus derive the secret key the public information Qj and j, she/he cannot obtain
SKj .
the secret key SKi and Hi (x). In addition, two or more
users at a lower level security classes SCj cannot collaborate to get a higher security class SCi ’s secret key SKi .
3 The Improved Scheme
Our scheme can also perform dynamic key management, such as adding/deleting classes, adding/deleting
Shen and Chen used the discrete logarithms and poly- relationships and changing secret keys, which is similar
nomial interpolations to hide the secret key SKi . Our to the Shen-Chen scheme. The modified scheme not only
improved scheme is the same as Shen and Chen’s scheme preserves all the advantages of Shen and Chen’s scheme
except that we use the one-way hash function and the but also shortens the computational time for key generaexecute-or operation of discrete logarithms.
tion and key derivation.
To save more computational time, we built up an improved scheme which is a revised version of Shen and
Chen’s scheme. The revised scheme works as follows.
4 Conclusion
1) Randomly choose a positive integer bi of SCi .

In this article, we have presented a revised scheme which
2) Select a random integer as the secret key SKi for is a slight modification of the Shen-Chen scheme to reduce
the computational time. The improved scheme can also
SCi .
perform dynamical access control the same way the Shen3) Calculate Hi (x) at point (h(j, SKi ), bj )’s for all Chen scheme does.
SCj <= SCi .
4) Calculate Qi = SKi ⊕ bi .
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